Letter from the Editor

Matthew J MacVittie

Hello all and welcome to another issue of the War of 1812 magazine. We have taken several months since our last issue to compile the very best in War of 1812 related scholarship for our readers. This issue contains works from some of our most noted regular contributors including Donald Graves, Gary Gibson and Tanya Grodzinski.

In addition, we have several republications of very fine works by J.C.A Stagg and another by Tanya Grodzinski. Due to some tricky formatting as well as the desire to leave the images included in the article unchanged, Bloody Prevost by Tanya Grodzinski has been left in its original formatting. All republications have the permission of the author for publication in the Issue 27 of The War of 1812 magazine.

We hope you enjoy this issue and we encourage all to consider submitting your own work to future issues of this publication.

Matthew J MacVittie